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Minimalist design

The cooktop and extractor can be fully flush mounted. 
The perfect lines blend in elegantly with any kitchen 
design. On standby mode, the controls are practically 
invisible and, during operation, they are scaled down 
to the essentials thanks to intelligent lighting.

No compromise, no limits. 
BORA Classic 2.0 stands for unrestricted freedom in your kitchen.

Available from March 2019

Intuitive sControl+ control panel

The unique control panel is simpler than ever: 
intuitively move the index finger up and down in a 
smooth hollow or tap the controls. All of the important 
functions at your fingertips.

Simple cleaning

Parts that come into contact with cooking vapours 
can be easily removed through the accessible, wide 
air inlet aperture. They can be cleaned in the 
dishwasher, where they take up very little space. If 
anything is spilt during cooking, liquids or food are 
safely caught in the integrated drip tray.

Precise temperature control

The Tepan stainless steel grill offers maximum power, 
two large grilling areas and unique, precise 
temperature control. The desired temperature can be 
set directly down to the last degree and is accurately 
maintained. Rapid heating to 250°C in under  
5 minutes saves time and energy.

Oversized 4 24 cooking area

Thanks to the central controls on the extractor, no 
space is lost to controls on the cooktop, meaning that 
there is room to cook with 4 pots measuring up to  
24 cm at the same time. Especially large surface 
induction cooking zones ensure that even very large 
pots or roasters are consistently warmed through.

Minimum volume 

Always exceptionally quiet – even on high power 
levels: the reason for this is the optimum airflow 
thanks to the BORA Ecotube system components and 
the use of an extremely quiet fan in the kitchen plinth 
area. There are no distractions while you’re cooking, 
and your conversations are undisturbed.

Modular system

BORA offers a wide range of cooktops from surface 
induction, induction, HiLight and Hyper to wok or Tepan 
stainless steel grill, which can be freely  combined with 
the extractor system. Combinations with one, three or 
more cooktops are also possible.

Automatic extractor control

The power level of the extractor adjusts itself 
depending on current cooking behaviour. Constant, 
manual adjustment is not necessary. Meaning that 
you can focus 100% on your cooking.

CKA2*
Bora cooktop extractor

CKCB
BORA HiLight 
glass ceramic cooktop 
with 2 cooking zones 
1-ring/2-ring/roaster

CKFI
BORA surface induction 
glass ceramic cooktop 
with 2 cooking zones

All cooktops measure 
327 × 515 mm

CKCH
BORA Hyper 
glass ceramic cooktop 
with 2 cooking zones 
1-ring/2-ring

CKIW
BORA induction 
glass ceramic wok

CKI
BORA induction 
glass ceramic cooktop 
with 2 cooking zones

CKT
BORA Tepan  
stainless steel grill  
with 2 cooking zones

BORA Classic 2.0

CER
BORA Classic inlay 
frame for semi-surface 
mounted installation

*Compatible with all BORA Ecotube components.
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CKA2FI*– BORA Classic 2.0 set surface induction

• 1 x CKA2: BORA Classic cooktop extractor
• 2 x CKFI: BORA Classic surface induction glass ceramic cooktops 
   each with 2 cooking zones 
• 1 x CESDF: BORA Classic 2.0 Ecotube set with USDF
• 1 x ULS: BORA EC plinth fan
• 1 x EFV: BORA Ecotube duct connector shallow incl. sealing material

BORA surface induction glass ceramic cooktop with 2 cooking zones 
consisting of:

CKA2I* – BORA Classic 2.0 set induction

• 1 x CKA2: BORA Classic cooktop extractor
• 2 x CKI: BORA Classic induction glass ceramic cooktops  
   each with 2 cooking zones 
• 1 x CESDF: BORA Classic 2.0 Ecotube set with USDF
• 1 x ULS: BORA EC plinth fan
• 1 x EFV: BORA Ecotube duct connector shallow incl. sealing material

BORA induction glass ceramic cooktop with 2 cooking zones 
consisting of:

CKA2HB* – BORA Classic 2.0 set Hyper roaster

• 1 x CKA2: BORA Classic cooktop extractor
• 1 x CKCH: BORA Classic Hyper glass ceramic cooktop with 2 cooking zones 
   1 ring/2 ring 
• 1 x CKCB: BORA Classic HiLight glass ceramic cooktop with 2 cooking zones 
   1 ring/2 ring/roaster 
• 1 x CESDF: BORA Classic 2.0 Ecotube set with USDF
• 1 x ULS: BORA EC plinth fan
• 1 x EFV: BORA Ecotube duct connector shallow incl. sealing material

BORA Hyper glass ceramic cooktop & BORA HiLight glass ceramic cooktop with 
2 cooking zones consisting of:

CKA2FIT* – BORA Classic 2.0 set surface induction Tepan

• 1 x CKA2: BORA Classic cooktop extractor
• 1 x CKFI: BORA Classic surface induction glass ceramic cooktop with 2 cooking zones 
• 1 x CKT: BORA Classic Tepan stainless steel grill with 2 cooking zones 
• 1 x CESDF: BORA Classic 2.0 Ecotube set with USDF
• 1 x ULS: BORA EC plinth fan
• 1 x EFV: BORA Ecotube duct connector shallow incl. sealing material

BORA surface induction glass ceramic cooktop and BORA Tepan stainless steel 
grill with 2 cooking zones consisting of:

BORA Classic 2.0 set variants
The advantage: one order number - one price

Please order sockets separately

*Compatible with all BORA Ecotube components.4 54
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BORA Pure

Minimalist design

The cooktop and extractor can be fully flush mounted. 
The perfect lines blend in elegantly with any kitchen 
design. On standby mode, the controls are practically 
invisible and during operation they are scaled down to 
the essentials thanks to intelligent lighting.

Automatic extractor control

The power level of the extractor adjusts itself 
depending on current cooking behaviour. Constant, 
manual adjustment is not necessary. Meaning that 
you can focus 100% on your cooking.

Simple cleaning

Parts that come into contact with cooking vapours 
can be easily removed through the accessible, wide 
air inlet aperture. They can be cleaned in the 
dishwasher, where they take up very little space. If 
anything is spilled during cooking, the grease filter 
with its integrated drip tray safely catches both liquids 
and solids.

Easy filter change

In recirculation mode, odours are neutralised by a 
highly-efficient activated charcoal filter. To make life 
easier, the filter is changed from the top through the 
air inlet aperture – without having to remove drawers 
or plinth panels.

Intuitive sControl control panel

The unique vertical slider makes operation via the 
intuitive up and downwards movement of your finger 
or direct tapping with the fingertip even easier. All of 
the important functions at your fingertips in a flash.

Oversized 4 24 cooking area

Thanks to the central controls and optimum 
arrangement of the cooking zones, there is room to 
cook with 4 pots measuring up to 24 cm at the same 
time.

Minimum volume

Always exceptionally quiet – even on high power 
levels: this is thanks to the optimum airflow and use of 
an extremely quiet fan. There are no distractions while 
you’re cooking, and your conversations are 
undisturbed.

Maximum storage space

The low height of 199 mm and the integrated 
recirculation filter unit guarantee maximum storage 
space for pots and other kitchen utensils in the 
cupboard below. Even in 60-cm-deep kitchen units, no 
drawers need to be shortened in recirculation mode. 
A change from the norm.

A class of its own.

PURA/PURU*  760 × 515 mm

BORA Pure induction glass ceramic cooktop with 
integrated cooktop extractor – exhaust air/recirculation

Coloured air inlet nozzles 
Add your own personal touch: apart from black, the air inlet nozzle is available in five more colours – orange, red, blue, jade green 
and rose gold. This means that the customer can tailor the kitchen to meet their requirements.  
The nozzle can be changed in just a few easy steps.

BKR760
BORA Pure cooktop frame for surface 
mounting

PUEDB
BORA Pure 
air inlet nozzle  
blue

PUEDJ
BORA Pure 
air inlet nozzle  
jade green

PUEDG
BORA Pure 
air inlet nozzle  
rose gold

PUEDR
BORA Pure 
air inlet nozzle  
red

PUEDO
BORA Pure 
air inlet nozzle 
orange

Available from May 2019

*Compatible with all BORA Ecotube components.

Same 
external diameter as BIA/BIU
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BORA Professional 2.0

PKG11
BORA Pro gas 
glass ceramic cooktop 
with 2 cooking zones

PKFI11
BORA Pro surface induction 
glass ceramic cooktop 
with 2 cooking zones

PKI11
BORA Pro induction 
glass ceramic cooktop 
with 2 cooking zones

PKASFIAB – BORA Professional 2.0 set surface induction All Black 
(Available from March 2019)

PKG11 – 
BORA Professional 2.0 gas cooktop 
sunken gas burners

(Available from April 2019)
No need to install an air baffle: the cooktop offers optimum 
performance – the flame is barely affected by the extractor.  
The reason: the unique gas cooktop design with sunken gas 
burners.

PKI / PKFI – 
BORA Professional 2.0 cooktops 
with power level display

(Available from March 2019)
Everything at a glance: the selected power level or function is 
also shown on the cooktop as well as on the control knob.

• 1 x PKASAB: BORA Professional 2.0 cooktop extractor system All Black
• 2 x PKFI11: BORA Professional 2.0 surface induction glass ceramic cooktops 
   with 2 cooking zones 
• 1 x EFV:  BORA Ecotube duct connector shallow 
• 1 x EF750/1: BORA Ecotube shallow duct 750 mm
• 1 x EFBV90: BORA Ecotube 90° bend, shallow vertical

BORA surface induction glass ceramic cooktop with 2 cooking zones 
consisting of:

New to the range is the all-over black design of Professional 2.0 – the All Black edition. 

The stainless steel surface of the extractor system and the control knob have been further refined by an elaborate coating procedure which 
is also used in medicine and engine technology. The elegant matt black appearance blends in perfectly with modern kitchen designs.

You will find an overview of the new BORA “All Black” sockets on page 11.

Please order sockets separately
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To be able to provide optimum performance from your BORA system down to the very last detail, we 
offer a full range of perfectly suited system products. We see it as our duty to think of everything and 
constantly improve.

New BORA Ecotube accessory for the exhaust air model

EFS750/1
BORA Ecotube shallow duct with partition 
750 mm

(Available from April 2019)
Specially designed for floor installation 
The shallow duct with partition was specially 
developed for floor installation and provides 
additional stability against pressure and 
knocks.

UEBR/UEBRK
BORA 3box wall sleeve round/round short

(Available from April 2019)
Excellent heat insulation 
Thanks to the 3-chamber principle with 
insulated cover flaps, heat loss is reduced to 
a minimum. This means the wall sleeve is 
perfect for installation in passive, low and 
minimum energy buildings.

UFKS
BORA window contact switch

(Available now)
Safety 
Thanks to the window contact switch, where 
there is an ambient-air independent 
fireplace, sufficient fresh air is guaranteed at 
all times as the vapour extraction system 
can only be operated when the window is 
open.

USTFAB  
BORA socket 
(type F) All Black

Countries: DE/AT/IT/
ES/LU/PT/RU/BR/SE

USTEAB 
BORA socket 
(type E) All Black

Countries: BE/FR/
DK/PL/CZ/SK

USTJAB 
BORA socket 
(type J) All Black

Countries: CH/LI

USTGAB 
BORA socket 
(type G) All Black

Countries: UK/AE/SG

USTLAB 
BORA socket 
(type L) All Black

Countries: IT/SL

The stainless steel ring in the sockets has been refined via an elaborate coating procedure.  
The elegant matt black appearance blends in perfectly with modern kitchen designs.

BORA sockets All Black (Available March 2019)

BORA System
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